The best formulations and technology for your vehicle.

Disc Brake Pads
ADAPTIVE ONE®
TRUCK & SUV DISC BRAKE PADS INCLUDE:

- Advanced noise reduction technology
- CleanCoat™ technology for more effective stopping during the break-in process and cleaner wheels
- Formulated with Kevlar® pulp for enhanced stopping power

SILVER CLEANCOAT™ TECHNOLOGY

CleanCoat™ technology for more effective stopping during the break-in process and cleaner wheels.

SPECIALIZED HARDWARE

The specialized hardware included in 95+% of sales is designed specifically for the ADO truck and SUV brake pads to ensure exceptional operation for the life of the pad.

DuPont™ Kevlar® Aramid pulp helps enhance performance through temperature reinforcement and viscosity control.

Adaptive One truck and SUV disc brake pads are now formulated with Kevlar® pulp allowing for enhanced stopping power.

DuPont™ and Kevlar® are trademarks or registered trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company used under license by Genuine Parts Company.